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SUMMARY

Navigation in indoor and underground environments has been extensively stud-
ied to realize automation of home, hospital, office, factory and mining services,
and various techniques have been proposed for its implementation. By utilizing
the relativistic and penetrative nature of cosmic-ray muons, a completely new
wireless navigation technique called wireless muometric navigation system
(MuWNS) was developed. This paper shows the results of the world’s first phys-
ical demonstration of MuWNS used on the basement floor inside a building to
navigate (a person) in an area where global navigation satellite system (GNSS)/
global positioning system (GPS) signals cannot reach. The resultant navigation ac-
curacy was comparable or better than the positioning accuracy attainable with
single-point GNSS/GPS positioning in urban areas. With further improvements
in stability of local clocks used for timing, it is anticipated that MuWNS can be
adapted to improve autonomous mobile robot navigation and positioning as
well as other underground and underwater practical applications.

INTRODUCTION

Autonomous mobile robots have been developed to efficiently undertake complex missions in indoor and

underground environments. They have far-reaching application possibilities including automation of

home, hospital, office, factory and mining (for example, emergency response, and security) services. How-

ever, determining a universal methodology for navigation and positioning is a major obstacle that must be

overcome before practical implementations of autonomous mobile robots (or a myriad of other applica-

tions) can be realized. Thus far, many approaches have been tested such as cameras,1–4 acoustic,5 laser

scanner,6 dead reckoning (DR),7,8 global navigation satellite system (GNSS)/global positioning system

(GPS),9 Wi-Fi,10 Lidar,11 etc. (usually in combination) to improve the positioning accuracy. Each technique

has different pros and cons, and each technique performs best in a specific navigation environment. One of

the most common techniques is to position the autonomous unit using cameras. Recent research has pro-

duced two fundamental camera-based techniques for indoor robot navigations: the grid-based (metric)

method and the topological method. The grid-based framework (examples are FINALE1 and Moravec12)

requires a geometrical representation of space and relies on the camera image to pinpoint landmark fea-

tures in the ‘‘vicinity’’ of the robot for determining its position. Another camera-based strategy is a naviga-

tion system, which uses a topological representation of space and an ensemble of neural networks to guide

a robot through interior space (examples are NEURO-NAV13,14 and FUZZY-NAV15). To give an example of

the capabilities of these camera-based navigation techniques, FINALE can (equipped with a high-perfor-

mance camera under optimal conditions) navigate a robot in motion at an average speed of 17m/min using

an ordinary Personal-computer-(PC)-based self-positioning algorithm that processes images based on

camera data. However, errors accumulate as the time span of the robot navigation session lengthens,

and repeated corrections with an external device are necessary for satisfactory performance.4,16,17 More-

over, since these methods estimate the location of the robot based on the observation of landmarks estab-

lished in the environment,4,17 these techniques cannot be used when the landmarks are not observable, for

example, in low-lighting conditions or in an environment where ambient light and shielding obstacles

would compromise the ability of cameras to accurately render landmarks. The satellite-based navigation

system known as GNSS or GPS is widely used to navigate moving objects located outdoors. However,

GPS/GNSS receivers cannot be used in the indoor or underground environments. Radio frequency
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identification (RFID) and ZigBee technologies can respectively achieve positioning accuracies of 10–30 m

and 10–200 m10 with a small battery consumption. However, RFID requires the establishment of a control

center that contains servers, printers, monitors, and other components, and ZigBee requires a large-scale

Wi-Fi network with a number of nodes. Dead reckoning (DR)7,8 is often utilized as an indoor positioning al-

gorithm, which allows users to estimate the total distance traveled from a starting point. Its drawback is that

DR estimation errors also accumulate over time if no external reference signals are employed for correc-

tion. In order to transcend some of these limitations and based on calculations, Tanaka18 proposed a

completely new cosmic-ray muon probe-enabled indoor and underground navigation system. The original

wired system is called themuometric positioning system (muPS), and there is also a recently proposed wire-

less-type muPS called wireless muometric navigation system (MuWNS).19 The purpose of this paper is to

report the results of the world’s first physical indoor and underground navigation experiment with

MuWNS. The current work focuses on about meter-sized objects navigating under several water-equiva-

lent-meters of material, in a situation where one can install a reference detector at the surface. Although

the method we discuss in this work might be generalizable, this spatial scale is the focus of our navigation

in this work.

Traveling into and beyond the surface of every part of the Earth, the cosmic-ray muon is an abundant nat-

ural resource, which is utilized by muPS and MuWNS. These particles are produced in the Earth’s atmo-

sphere from galactic cosmic rays (GCRs). Generated from highly energetic events such as supernovae,

GCRs will typically travel vast distances in outer space as they are deflected by local magnetic fields before

colliding with matter; if they collide with nuclei in the Earth’s atmosphere, mesons are generated. They

eventually decay into muons. As the arrival angle of the GCR will determine the volume of matter in the

atmosphere that the secondary particles (including muons) will encounter, the secondary particle’s flux

and average energy depend on their arriving angles; mesons (as secondary particles of GCRs) traveling

through lower-density atmosphere tend to decay more prior to further interactions with atmospheric

nuclei, and traversing through more matter increases the possibility of energy loss and vice versa. As a

result, the vertical muon flux (the number of muons that are detected) tends to be higher than the horizontal

muon flux. However, since lower-energymuons in the horizontal flux aremore likely to decay, there tends to

be a higher proportion of high-energy muons at horizontal angles. High-energy muons can reach speeds

near the speed of light and adopt relativistic qualities. This lengthens their lifespan and makes it possible

for these muons to survive long enough to penetrate into the surface of the Earth, underneath the Earth,

and also underwater. Additionally, the muon is subjected to less radiative energy loss processes (Brems-

strahlung, direct pair production, and photonuclear interaction) than electrons; these factors further

contribute to its penetrative nature. These unique qualities of muons have been utilized by muography,

a technique which uses the muon as a probe to image the internal structure of geological objects and

has been applied to various volcanoes including Asama volcano,20 Usu volcano,21 Sakurajima volcano,22–24

Vesuvio volcano,25 Stromboli volcano,26 Etna volcano,27 Satsuma-Iwojima volcano,28 La Soufriere vol-

cano,29 and Puy de Dome volcano,30 cultural heritage targets including a pyramid,31,32 an underground

ruin,33–35 and time synchronization.36 MuWNS and muPS are more recent new techniques which also utilize

the muon probe.

The muometric positioning system (muPS) was invented as an underground and underwater positioning

system, originally envisioned as a system ideally suited to detect seafloor deformation caused by subma-

rine volcanism or plate tectonics.18 The principle of the muPS technique is similar to the GNSS/GPS-based

technique, which derives the receiver’s position within the reference coordinates defined by multiple refer-

ence detectors instead of satellites by solving the following 4-fold equation:
L2i=(xi�xp)
2+(yi�yp)

2+(zi�zp)
2+s2 (Equatio
n 1)

where xi, yi, and zi are the positions of the reference detectors, xp, yp, and zp are the position of the receiver

detector, and s (= cDt) is the pseudo-length that comes from the time offset at the receiver detector. In the

original muPS system, the reference detectors and the receiver detector are connected with wires to attain

positioning accuracy at the centimeter scale. However, due to cable strain and entanglement risks, the ca-

ble inherently limits the mobility of the receiver detectors; therefore, this technique is more applicable to

accurate monitoring of slow-moving objects such as seafloor deformation. Wireless MuWNS was designed

to overcome the risks and limitations of the wired system to make muPS more flexible and adaptable to a

wider-range of applications.19 Cables connecting reference detectors with the receiver detector are not
2 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023
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used in the MuWNS system. This new capability would be useful in several cases. For example, as

mentioned previously, this system adapts well as a solution for better navigation of remote-controlled ro-

bots. Withmuometric navigation (either wired or wireless), the time resolution of navigation is limited to the

muon rate. Moreover, with MuWNS, since local clocks (instead of wires) are used for synchronization of the

reference detectors and the receiver detector, the local clock’s intrinsic jitter and drift are added as a

degradation factor affecting the positioning accuracy. We can assume that the signal arrives to the receiver

frommultiple satellites at the same time when using GNSS/GPS-based positioning so that the 4-fold equa-

tions in Equation 1 can be solved to derive their four parameters (x, y, z, and Dt). On the other hand, since

the open-sky muon flux is limited to�102 muons m�2s�1sr�1 for MuWNS experiments, any strong drift level

associated with local clocks, (namely, when Dt varies with time) would make the 4-fold equation in Equa-

tion 1 no longer applicable. Tanaka19 numerically modeled the oven-controlled-crystal-oscillator-based

(OCXO-based) MuWNS and found that the positioning accuracy tends to fluctuate between 1 and 10 m,

depending on the distance between the reference detectors and the receiver detector, detector size,

and surrounding material density. In shallow underground environments, since the solid angles (U in Equa-

tion 2) formed between the reference detectors and receiver detector tend to be large, high-frequency

muons could be used for navigation with a given-sized detector; hence frequent clock calibration is

possible by frequently solving Equation 1. As a result, the drift effect associated with the receiver detector

is continuously corrected; hence higher navigation accuracy is attainable. On the other hand, in deeper un-

derground environments, in addition to the effect from smaller solid angles, muon flux at the receiver is

further reduced. As a result, the muon tracking frequency is significantly reduced; hence the clock is less

frequently calibrated, leading to lower navigation accuracy. The navigation accuracy is determined by

the distance between the reference detector and the receiver detector and the amount of material existing

between the reference detector and the receiver detector. Assuming the space between the reference de-

tectors and the receiver detectors is fully packed with solid rock, in order to attain positioning accuracies of

�1 m and �10 m, the soil thickness must be thinner than 15 m and 100 m, respectively.19

Most cosmic-ray muons travel faster than light in water. 90% of the open-sky muons which reach sea level

have energies above 700 MeV. They travel faster than 0.99c through any kind of media as long as their en-

ergies are above 700 MeV. The accuracy of muometric positioning is in principle (disregarding issues of

jitter associated with detectors, electronics, and local clocks) better than that of other underground/under-

water positioning techniques. In this work, the goal was to design a real-life experiment to attain a targeted

positioning accuracy comparable with the accuracy attainable with single-point GPS/GNSS positioning

with MuWNS. Although the expected horizontal positioning accuracy of single-point GNSS positioning

is 10–200 m with a dual frequency receiver,37 compared to relative GNSS positioning, single-point posi-

tioning is efficient, fast (an attainable sampling rate of 1 Hz) and low cost (<1,000 US dollars), and widely

used for urban navigation. In the current work, as the first step for a physical demonstration of MuWNS

and bearing in mind the performance of GNSS/GPS, we aimed at a positioning accuracy of �10 m. This

paper reports the first results of a real-world underground navigation experiment with MuWNS.
RESULTS

Principle

The principle of muPS is simple. The three-dimensional position of the receiver detector can be derived by

solving Equation 1 which is also used for GPS (Figure 1A). The condition for solving Equation 1 requires an

assumption that the expected values in all of the four parameters (x, y, z, and t) must be the same among

these four equations; otherwise the four-fold equations in Equation 1 do not hold. This assumption is

reasonable only when x, y, z, and t do not change significantly within the time required for collecting

four muon tracks. However, unlike GPS signals, since cosmic-ray muons are spatiotemporally dispersed,

these muons arrive at the reference detectors and the receiver detector sporadically, namely, they do

not arrive at all the reference detectors and the receiver detector at the same time.

The number of muons (N) that are detected both with the reference detector and the receiver detector is a

function of the solid angle (U) formed by the reference and receiver detectors. If the area of the small de-

tectors (dS) and the distance (Li) between the reference and the receiver detectors are given, the small solid

angle (dU) (Figure 1B) is approximated as:

dU � dSLiLi
� 2 for dS � LiLi

2 (Equation 2)
iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023 3



Figure 1. Conceptual view of the current muometric navigation in underground/indoor envirionments

(A–C) Structure of the building (Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo) used for the current work is shown (A).

Labels Reference 1 – Reference 4, EV, and muometric trajectory respectively indicate the first to fourth reference

detectors, an elevator, and the muometrically determined path in the current work. The origin of coordinates (0, 0, 0) is

also shown. Lines arriving from the galaxy indicate the muon trajectories. These lines are not representing particles

directly arriving from the galaxy but representing that the muons used in this work are originated in galactic cosmic rays.

The small solid angle formed by the reference detector and the receiver detector is shown (B). The notations are given in

the main text. A photograph shows the receiver detector located in the corridor on the basement floor (C).
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Therefore, the time (tmin) required for collecting the minimum number of muon tracks (four muon tracks)

required for muPS will be:
tmin
-1=kIm Li

3D-2 (Equatio
n 3)

where Im is the open-sky muon flux, and k is the reduction factor due to the muon’s transmission through

matter before arriving at the receiver detector, which is given by:

k =

� Z N

Ec

IðE; qÞdE
�� Z N

0

IðE; qÞdE
�� 1

(Equation 4)

For example, if the sizes of the reference detectors and receiver detector are all 1 m2, and if the distance

between these detectors is 30 m, then tmin would be 10 s. If the navigatee travels at a walking speed

(1 ms�1), this time resolution (10 s) generates a positioning accuracy of 10 m; conversely, if the local clock

fluctuates by 100 ns within 10 s, this jitter generates a positioning uncertainty of 30 m. In order to suppress

this error associated with the muon arrival frequency, the speed of the navigatee was set to be a half of a
4 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023



Figure 2. Block diagrams of the current wireless muometric navigation system

The diagrams are shown for the reference system (top panel) and the receiver system (bottom panel). Labels PMT, HV, D,

OCXO, GMC, TDC, and FPGA respectively indicate a photomultiplier tube, a high voltage power supply, a discriminator,

an oven-controlled crystal oscillator, a grandmaster clock, and a field programmable gate array. A red cross mark

indicates disconnecting the system from the GPS antenna. A symbol m indicates a muon.
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regular walking speed (0.5ms�1), and the sixth floor was chosen for the locations of the reference detectors.

Four reference detectors were placed on the sixth floor (green filled circles in Figure 1A), and each was

labeled as the first, second, third, and fourth reference detectors respectively (see the configuration of

reference 1-4 in Figure 1A). The vertical displacement between the basement and the receiver detector

was 24 m, and the vertical displacement between ground level and the receiver detector was 20 m.

MuWNS

The current MuWNS consists of the following components: the detector, the grandmaster clock (GMC)

(Trimble Thunderbolt PTPGM200),38 and the associated electronics. A block diagram of the current naviga-

tion system is shown in Figure 2. Four reference detectors and one receiver detector comprise the detector

system and included in each of the detectors are 13 1m2 square-shaped plastic scintillators with a thickness

of 2 cm and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) (Hamamatsu R7724) that are connected to each corner of each

detector via an acrylic light guide unit. A redundant PMT is attached to the receiver detector to reduce

the accidental coincidence rate, which originates from the PMT’s dark current. The GMC component con-

sists of two GMCs (GMC1 andGMC2) that are used for the measurements of themuon’s time of flight (TOF)

between the reference detectors and the receiver detector. GMC1 is associated with the reference detec-

tors, andGMC2 is associated with the receiver detector. Each GMC consists of a GPS/GNSS receiver (multi-

constellationGPS/GLONASS/Beidou/Galileo/QZSS) and anOCXO (TrimbleOCXO) with a drift adjustment

function and holdover function. The drift adjustment function corrects the OCXO’s frequency drift in real

time by frequency synchronization with GPS signals (See Figure 2A). These data can be used for "hold-

ing-over" its timing accuracy when the GMC is cut off from the GPS antenna. Therefore, the longer the

GMCcanoperate in theGPSantennamode, thebetter its time accuracywhenno longer connected. Figure 3

shows the time-dependentGMC’s drift level as a function of time after its cutoff phase from theGPS antenna

in the holdover mode (see the Method section for the experimental setup which was used to collect these

data). The associated electronics consist of high-voltage (HV) supplies, discriminators, the scaler elec-

tronics, and the time todigital converter (TDC). The current TDC time resolution is 27 ps.18 Single count rates
iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023 5



Figure 3. Time-dependent OCXO’s drift level for different connection times before disconnection from the GPS

antenna: A, 48 h, B, 72 h, C, 10 min, D, 0.5 h, E, 0 h (no antenna connections), F, 16 h, G, 8.5 h, H, 16 h, and I, 1 h
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of the reference detectors and the receiver detector were all �102 Hz. HV is applied to PMTs, and discrim-

inators are used for binarizing PMT outputs. The purpose of the scaler electronics is to count the number of

pulses outputted from the GMC, and the TDCmeasures the time difference between the muon arrival time

and the timing of the GMC pulse outputs. More specifically, the GMC pulses are fed into the scaler elec-

tronics to measure and output the value of nT, where n is the number of the GMC pulses counted after

the start of the measurement, and T is the period of the GMC pulses. The GMC pulses are also divided

by a fan-out circuit to the TDC as the start signal. The discriminated PMT signals are fed into the TDC as

the stop signal to output Dt, where Dt is the time displacement between the start and stop signals fed to

the TDC. The scaler data and the TDC data are transferred to a field programmable gate array (FPGA) to

merge these data. As a consequence, the resultant nT + Dt indicates the time when the muon arrives at

the detectors, where zero (as a unit of time) is defined by the resetting time of the TDC. The necessity of

resetting the TDC is explained as follows. Even though the GMCs are connected to GPS antennas, two in-

dependent GMCs do not output identical times (see variations in the timing by the GMC clocks at time zero

in Figure 3). Therefore, it is necessary to label the GMC pulse outputs as "time zero" to synchronize GMC1

and GMC2 on the timeline so that the same time is shared with these two GMCs. In order to do this, a reset

signal is sent to two sets of scaler electronics at the same time to clear out the data accumulated in theGMC-

TDC so that they can initiate counting the number of GMC pulses at the same time. The FPGA output data

are transferred to the local PCs attached to the reference detectors and receiver detector so that (nT +Dt)RE-

FERENCE and (nT+Dt)RECEIVER canbe compared. In the referencemanual of Trimble Thunderbolt PTPGM200,

it was suggested to connect the clock with theGPS antenna formore than a few hours. However, as shown in

Figure 3, themeasurement result indicated that there is no correlation between the connection time and the

drift level within the timescale we are discussing here (2,000 s). The measurements of this time-dependent

OCXO’s drift level were conducted in the followingway. The PPS signals from theOCXOconnected to aGPS

antenna (OCXO1) and the OCXO disconnected from a GPS antenna (OCXO2) were both converted to the

NIM level to be transferred to the TDC (Sciosence TDC-GPX) as a start and stop signals, respectively. Since

both positive and negative drifts were expected, a delay circuit was inserted betweenOCXO2 and the TDC.

The signals from the TDC were transferred to a CPLD and subsequently transferred to Raspberry Pi for

communication to the local PC via Ethernet. The measurable time range of the TDC was 10 us with a reso-

lution of 27 ps, and the minimum receivable pulse width was 10 ns.

In the current measurements, GMC1 is continuously connected with the GPS antenna and GMC2 is con-

nected with the GPS antennas for more than 1 h prior to the muometric measurement to suppress the drift

level as much as possible. The procedure of the current muometric measurement can be summarized as

follows: (1) GMC1 and GMC2 are connected with the GPS antennas. (2) Right before navigation, GMC2

is disconnected from the GPS antennas. (3) After muometric measurements are completed, GMC2 is con-

nected again to the GNSS antennas. The (2)-(3) processes were repeated in this work. The time required for

the (2)-(3) processes was 30 min, and the current MuWNS was operated with 12-V batteries used for power-

ing a laptop computer.
6 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023



Figure 4. Time of flight (TOF) of muons at the initial position

(A–C) A photograph of the initial position of the receiver detector is shown (A). The labels "Reference 200 and "Receiver" respectively indicate the second

reference detector and the receiver detector. The time sequential plots of the muon’s TOF between reference 2 and receiver are shown for different periods

of time: 23–33 s after starting the measurements (B) and 1,662-1,672 s after starting the measurements (C). The apparent difference in TOF between (B) and

(C) comes from the OCXO’s frequency drift and was used as the calibration data.
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Experimental configuration

The subject which would be navigated by MuWNS in this experiment was a person (labeled here as a nav-

igatee). The navigatee first placed the receiver detector underneath the second reference detector located

on the second floor (Figure 1A). Then the navigatee held the muPS receiver detector and moved to the

basement floor using an elevator. Due to the limited near-horizontal muon flux and the resultant smaller

effective area, navigation between the sixth floor and the basement floor was not conducted. In the first

measurement phase, the navigatee traveled from the north to the south sides of the building along the

corridor of the basement and subsequently traveled back from the south to north sides of the building

(red arrow in Figure 1). Subsequently, the navigatee came back to the sixth floor and placed the reference

detector back underneath the second reference detector to measure the drift level between the start and

the end of the measurements to calculate the drift level of the receiver’s clock for correction of the acquired

data. In the secondmeasurement phase, the navigatee traveled from the east to the west. The results of the

second measurement phase will be described later.

The time required for the entire process of this measurement (one round trip) was within 30 min. As can be

seen in Figure 2, since it is reasonable to assume that the frequency drift exists as a linear function of time

within 30 min after the GMC is disconnected from the GNSS antenna, the frequency drift during navigation

was estimated by interpolating the drift level between beginning and ending of the measurements. The

position of the origin of the coordinate (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0) was taken on the sixth floor of the building as indi-

cated in Figure 1. The actual path of the navigatee is indicated with red arrows in Figure 1, and the muo-

metrically determined path in the current work is indicated with blue and white lines. In this plot, for the

reconstruction of the muometric path, the vertical displacement (z) was fixed to be 0 m and �24 m.

More detailed descriptions about the results will be described in the following sections.
Navigation results

The second reference detector (reference 2 in Figure 1) that is connected to the GPS-disciplined clock was

used for calibration of the receiver detector before navigation and after navigation. Since local clock asso-

ciated with the receiver detector drifts, the time offset generated during navigation was estimated by

comparing the GPS-disciplined clock before and after navigation. Figure 4 shows the TOF of muons at

the initial position. From this figure, a short-term (�10 s) jitter level in the timing of the current navigation
iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023 7



Figure 5. Accuracy degradation in Li due to accidental coincidence

The upper limit (100%) and the lower limit (100%) (blue lines) in muometrically determining the distance (Li) between the

reference detector and the receiver detector are shown. Gray lines show the distance without metric errors.
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system can be estimated, and the results were�5 ns (1 standard deviation [SD]) andG15 ns (peak to peak).

The most dominant factor to generate this jitter is caused by fluctuations of the OCXO’s frequency. The

second-most dominant factor comes from fluctuations of the location where the muons hit on the scintil-

lator (G3 ns peak to peak). The distance between the second reference detector and the receiver detector

was 50 cm; therefore, the expected mean value for TOF in Figure 4A is �1.5 ns, which is sufficiently smaller

than the jitter of the current system.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the accuracy degradation in determining Lmi due to accidental

coincidence and the distance between the receiver detector and the reference detector. Considering

the limited muon flux due to small solid angles, which are made between the reference detector and

the receiver detector as shown in Equation 2, the rate of accidental coincidence of single counts may

exceed the muon-tracking rate for positioning. In the current case, since the open-sky single count rate

is �102 Hz, the coincidence time window of 1 us causes an accidental coincidence rate of �10�2 Hz. On

the other hand, themuon-tracking rate will be degraded to�10�2 Hz, when the distance between the refer-

ence detector and the receiver detector exceeds 100m. For this reason, a navigationmeasurement was not

performed when Lia 100 m. The TOF shorter than 50 ns indicates a traveling distance of 15 m at a speed of

light. This distance is much shorter than the baseline length we handled in this work; thus, such TOF data

were discarded from the current analysis (TCUT). Considering the flat probabilistic distribution of the acci-

dental coincidence as a function of time, its contribution to the TOF data shorter than 50 ns is small, which

was only 2.2% of the entire events selected within the time window of 1 us. However, in order to improve the

navigation quality, these data were also removed from the current analysis. Although this process does not

remove all of the accidental coincidence events and remaining accidental coincident events may degrade

the positioning accuracy, it was anticipated that their contribution was largely mitigated by this process.

The upper and lower limits were calculated in the following way:

(A) calculate the muon TOF between the reference and receiver by giving Li,

(B) calculate the muon tracking rate by giving S,

(C) calculate the accidental event rate from fACCIDENT = 2fm
2Tw, where fm is the singlemuon rate and Tw is

the coincidence time window for tracking muons,

(D) calculate the accidental event ratio (RACCIDENT) from fACCIDENT/fm,
8 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023



Figure 6. Results of indoor muometric navigation in the direction of N–S

(A–J) Muometrically measured distances (Lmi) (orange data points) and the theoretically calculated distances (Li) (blue lines) between the four reference

detectors and the receiver detector as a function of the distance (x) from the north edge of the building are shown (A–D). Orange lines are Bézier curves39

corresponding to the data points. Blue arrows and red arrows both indicate the navigatee’s directions of movement. The positioning results (orange data

points) are shown for when: y, z, and t were fixed (1D) (E), when z and t were fixed (2D) (F and G), and when t was fixed (3D) (H–J). Blue data points indicate the

actual position of the navigatee. Blue lines are Bézier curves corresponding to the data points. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of uncertainty.
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(E) calculate the upper limit of the muon TOF from RACCIDENTLic
�1TW by assuming all of the muon TOF

generated by the accidental events is TW, and

(F) calculate the upper limit of the muon TOF from RACCIDENTLic
�1TCUT by assuming all of the muon

TOF generated by the accidental events is TCUT.

Figures 6A–6D all compare the muometrically measured distances (Lmi) and the theoretically calculated dis-

tances (Li) between four reference detectors and the receiver detector as a function of the horizontal dis-

tance (x) from the north edge of the building. Themuon data weremoving-averaged over the spatial widow

of 75 m with an interval of 15 m; namely, they were averaged over 15–90 m, 30–105 m, 45–120 m, and so on,

and mean distances were compared between the actual values and the muometrically determined values

and were compared with the moving average positions weighted by the number of recorded muons per

unit distance in the following way:
iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023 9
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CxijD =

Pn
k = 1

xk

n
(Equation 5)

where <xij> is the weighted position averaged over the range between xi and xj; xk indicates the position

where a muon was recorded; and n is the total number of muons recorded within the range between xi and

xj. However, there were still zero-data periods due to substantially low muon arrival frequency. Such a sig-

nificant reduction in the muon flux was probably caused by massive materials (such as mass spectroscopy

machines) obstructing the muon path between the reference detectors and receiver detector (see Principle

section). Each concrete floor thickness is 30 cm. Considering the typical density of a reinforced concrete

slab is 3 gcm�3, the total thickness of the overburden is 5.4 m water equivalent (m.w.e.) that is equivalent

to Ec = 1 GeV. If a steel-made material with a thickness of 1 m is added, Ec increases to�3 GeV. As a conse-

quence, vertical integral muon flux is reduced by half (from�60 m�2s�1sr�1 to�30 m�2s�1sr�1). In Figure 6,

the theoretically calculated Li values are overlain. The SD of the muometric lengths from the theoretical

lengths was 15.4 m, 13.8 m, 13.4 m, and 10.2 m for Lm1, Lm2, Lm3, and Lm4, respectively.

Based on the muometrically determined Lmi, x, y, and z positions of the navigatee, calculations were per-

formed by using Equation 1. In the current work, t was fixed. The results are shown in Figures 6E–6J. The

error bars associated with data points indicate an SD from the actual positions. Figure 6E presents the

result when y, z, and t were fixed while Figures 6F–6J respectively indicate the results when z and t were

fixed and results when only t was fixed. During the course of the current calculation of the position recon-

struction, the range of x, y, and z was limited roughly within the dimension of the building, namely

0 m < x < 200 m, �15 m < y < 15 m, and �36 m < z < �12 m. As a result, the best performance (13.7 m

as the minimum SD) to determine x positions of the navigatee was achieved when z and t were fixed. It

is worth stating here that in Figure 6G, the muometrically derived positions are systematically deviated

to the positive y directions. Since it was difficult for us to directly measure the y-directional spatial displace-

ments between the N-S corridor on the basement floor and another N-S corridor on the sixth floor where

origin of coordinates was set, it was assumed that there was no y-directional spatial displacement between

them. However, as can be seen in Figure 1, the basement N-S corridor is located at the center, and the N-S

corridor on the sixth floor is shifted toward the east. If we roughly estimate the y-directional spatial dis-

placements between these corridors from these schematics, it is �10 m that is in agreement with the muo-

metrically derived positions.

Although a corridor running in the N-S direction was available on the basement floor, there was no E-W

pathway inside the building. In order to evaluate the MuWNS positioning accuracy in the E-W direction,

a pathway (which was located outside and parallel to the short side of the building) was used (see Figure 3).

Since the reference detectors were located inside the building, the muons used for navigation would have

to first pass through the building before arriving at the receiver detector. Therefore, this experiment pro-

vides a reasonable demonstration of the indoor navigation in the E-W direction. The navigation results are

shown in Figure 7. Figures 7A–7D compare the muometrically measured distances (Lmi) and the theoreti-

cally calculated distances (Li) between four reference detectors and the receiver detector as a function

of the horizontal distance (x) from the north edge of the building. The muon data were moving-averaged

over the spatial distance widow of 90 m with an interval of 30 m, and mean distances were compared be-

tween the actual values and the muometrically determined values. The theoretically calculated Li values are

overlain. The standard deviation of the muometric lengths from the theoretical lengths was 12.1 m, 22.8 m,

22.9 m, and 12.8 m for Lm1, Lm2, Lm3, and Lm4, respectively. Likewise, calculations of the x, y, and z positions of

the navigatee were performed by using Equation 1. The results are shown in Figures 7E–7J. Figure 7E pre-

sents the result generated when y, z, and t were fixed while Figures 7F–7J respectively indicate the results

when z and t were fixed and the results when only t was fixed. During the course of the current calculation of

the position reconstruction, the range of x, y, and z was limited roughly within the dimension of the build-

ing, namely �50 m < x < 150 m, �15 m < y < 15 m, and�15 m < z < 15 m. As a result, the best performance

(12.4 m as the minimum SD) to determine the x positions of the navigatee was achieved when z and t

were fixed.

DISCUSSION

As the first step of the practical implementation of wireless muPS, it has been shown that MuWNS enables

navigation in indoor/underground environments with similar or slightly more precise levels of accuracy as

single-point GNSS/GPS positioning in urban areas. Satellite positioning systems can be vulnerable to
10 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023



Figure 7. Results of indoor muometric navigation in the direction of E–W

(A–J) Muometrically measured distances (Lmi) (orange data points) and the theoretically calculated distances (Li) (blue lines) between the four reference

detectors and the receiver detector as a function of the distance (x) from the north edge of the building are shown (A–D). Orange lines are Bézier curves

corresponding to the data points. Blue arrows and red arrows both indicate the navigatee’s directions of movement. The positioning results (orange data

points) are shown for when: y, z, and t were fixed (1D) (E), when z and t were fixed (2D) (F and G), and when t was fixed (3D) (H–J). Blue data points indicate the

actual position of the navigatee. Blue lines are Bézier curves corresponding to the data points. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of uncertainty.
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knockout from solar activity or possibly hostile acts. This new system never switches off. Therefore, it was

concluded that MuWNS could serve as an alternative positioning system in regions where GNSS/GPS sig-

nals were unavailable. In Table 1, the positioning accuracy is compared between the current work and the

results of single-point GNSS/GPS positioning in urban areas.

In the current work, real-time navigation was not performed. Since the OCXO’s drift level was estimated by

comparing the TOF data collected at the beginning and the ending of the measurements, all of the nav-

igation results presented here were obtained after the offline analysis. In the current situation, if the

4-fold equations in Equation 1 are solved directly in real time, since the jitter and the drift level are both

high (jitters ofG15 ns [peak to peak] and drifts of�300 ns in 30 min), the positioning accuracy will be signif-

icantly degraded. More stable clocks will be needed for both accurate real-time navigation and improved

positioning accuracy. The easiest solution to achieve this would be to use double OCXOs (DOCXOs). This

cheap and simple adaptation would improve the situation by a factor of 1.4. However, in order to attain our
iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023 11



Table 1. Comparison between the currently achieved MuWNS positioning accuracy and single-point GNSS/GPS

positioning in urban areas reported in prior works

Technique 1 SD error (m) (N-S/E-W) Max (m) (N-S/E-W)

MuWNS

Horizontal (x) (Tokyo) (3D) 16.1/4.85 28.3/9.0

Horizontal (y) (Tokyo) (3D) 5.0/14.07 6.0/24.21

Vertical (Tokyo) (3D) 6.6/9.62 8.0/15.0

Horizontal (x) (Tokyo) (2D) 12.6/2.7 19.3/5.0

Horizontal (y) (Tokyo) (2D) 2.3/9.6 6.0/19.2

Horizontal (Tokyo) (1D) 11.4/13.9 22.0/22.4

GNSS/GPS

Horizontal (Tokyo)40 16.1–47.9 102.5–290.7

Vertical (Tokyo)40 24.8–115.4 167.8–409.7

Horizontal (Calgary)37 9.4 54.8–97.0

Vertical (Calgary)37 7.5–15.1 41.1–204.7
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final goal, real-time navigation with a positioning accuracy of 1 m, the specification of DOCXO is not

enough.

How can this next step of MuWNS (a positioning accuracy of 1 m in real time) be achieved? The following

three issues have to be overcome. In the current work, the positioning accuracy was limited to�10m. There

are four factors that degrade positioning accuracy: (1) accidental coincidence events remaining in muPS

data, (2) fluctuation in the local clock, (3) longer TOF due to non-relativistic muons, and (4) accidental coin-

cidence due to the extended air shower. Regarding the first factor, one more redundant detector located

between the reference detectors and the receiver detectors would drastically reduce the accidental coin-

cidence rate by selecting only 3-fold coincidence events among the reference detectors, the redundant

detector, and the receiver detector. However, placing one more detector is not practical for navigation.

Shortening the coincidence time window (TW) might be more practical. This would be possible by employ-

ing more stable local clocks as described later. Regarding the second factor, frequency fluctuations can be

seen in Figure 2. These fluctuations are up toG50 ns and increase uncertainty in positioning accuracy up to

30 m. Degradation of the positioning accuracy associated with this kind of problem could be mitigated by

using clocks much more stable than OCXO, for example, Cs oscillators. Recently small electronics-chip

scale Cs oscillators are being developed. If we use a Cs oscillator instead of OCXO, the jitter and the drift

level would be mostly suppressed (<7 ns/day) and more stable which would enable more accurate posi-

tioning and a narrower coincidence time window. Such oscillators could be installed into muPS in the

near future. Regarding the third factor, non-relativistic muons extend their TOF for a given traveling dis-

tance; hence the resultant muometric positions would erroneously indicate positions further away from

the actual positions. In order to attain a positioning accuracy of 1 m for Li = 100 m, detection of muons

would be limited to those with a speed of more than 0.99c which would be equivalent to the muon’s kinetic

energy of 700 MeV. If we insert a lead shield with a thickness of 50 cm above the receiver detector, muons

with energies less than 700 MeV could be rejected. However, the receiver detector’s weight increases

significantly, and thus this solution is not ideal for practical operations. However, only �10% of all the

muons at sea level have energies less than 700 MeV. Therefore, if we collect the TOF information frommul-

tiple events and take an average over these events, this problem may not be so critical at least for the pur-

pose of attaining a positioning accuracy of 1 m. Regarding the fourth factor, time displacements between

arrivals of the extended air shower (EAS) particles to the distant detectors depend on the horizontal dis-

tance between these detectors and ranged from 10 ns to 100 ns35. These time displacements are shorter

than the time required for relativistic muons to travel a distance longer than 30 m; hence the resultant muo-

metric positions would erroneously indicate positions closer to the actual positions. However, this EAS-

associated positioning error affects only horizontal directions, not the vertical direction since EAS particles

from the upper hemisphere continuously arrive. Therefore, as long as the position of the receiver detector

(x, y, z) is located within a range of x < z and y < z, this EAS-associated positioning error is mitigated and

negligible for at least the purpose of attaining the positioning accuracy of 1 m.
12 iScience 26, 107000, July 21, 2023



Table 2. Pros and cons of various indoor/underground navigation techniques

Technique Current Accuracy (m) Range (m) Pros Cons

MuWNS (Current work) 2-25 m 30-100 m Environment-free Low time resolution

RFID10 10-30 m 1 m Control center required No battery required

ZigBee10 10-200 m 1-75 m Wi-Fi network required Low power consumption

Lidar11 0.2 m 3-12 m High accuracy Clear views required

Acoustic5 0.01–3 m A few m High accuracy Clear views required
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Unlike other camera-based indoor/underground navigation systems, the navigation capability ofMuWNS is

not restricted by the ambient conditions, such as brightness, availability of landmarks,Wi-Fi signals, etc, and

in principle, errors do not accumulate as the time span of the navigation session lengthens. Thus, recurrent

corrections are not necessary. As long as the local clock’s jitter level is sufficiently suppressed, the timeoffset

coming from the intrinsic drift of MuWNS can be corrected by solving Equation 1. Moreover, the intrinsic

drift of MuWNS is not associated with the principle of muPS and can be improved by future improvements

of local clock design used for time synchronization between the reference detectors and the receiver detec-

tor. On the other hand, more fundamental problems associated withMuWNS come from the characteristics

of the naturally occurring muon flux. Since the number of open-sky muons is limited to�102 m2 s�1 sr�1, the

detector size tends to be larger than a typical compact GNSS/GPS unit, and the time required for posi-

tioning is extended as a function of square of the distance between the reference detectors and the receiver

detector. This probably limits the size of the navigational area. In Table 2, pros and cons of the indoor/un-

derground navigation techniques are compared. Consequently, it was found thatMuWNS could potentially

be the best positioning performance in dark, obstructive indoor/underground environments.

For the purpose of navigation, since there is an interest in being as quick as possible, hence not waiting for

more muons, four muons are the minimum number required to solve the basic equations shown in Equa-

tion 1. However, for the purpose of positioning (not navigation), one can afford to takemoremuons to over-

constrain the equations and get more precision. For example, for the purpose of monitoring seafloor

deformation due to submarine volcano activities, more muons can be collected. In this case, since receiver

detectors are not expected to actively move, reference detectors and receiver detectors can be wired for

more accurate synchronization. A possible scenario and expected positioning accuracy can be found in Ta-

naka (2020)18 for muPS equipped with a GPS buoy.

In conclusion, the first physical underground/indoor MuWNS navigation has been successfully completed.

Positioning accuracy was 2–25 m depending on the navigation direction and the distance between the

reference detectors and the receiver detector. The currently achieved positioning accuracy was compara-

ble or slightly better than the positioning accuracy attainable with single-point GNSS/GPS positioning in

urban areas. The current limitation of the positioning accuracy mainly comes from instability of the local

clocks, and thus we anticipate that replacement of the current clocks with more stable clocks, for example

with Cs oscillators, will improve the positioning accuracy. With these new results, it is clear that with further

improvements, MuWNS can be adapted to improve autonomous mobile robot navigation, positioning,

and other underground and underwater practical applications. As natural resource explorations, auto-

mated resilient societies and the need to better understand Earth geological/climate systems continue

to become more urgent concerns to world economies, muPS is a new tool with unique characteristics

that give it the potential to contribute to research in these topics.
Limitations of the study

In thecurrentwork, thepositioningaccuracywas limitedto�10m.Thereare four factors thatdegradepositioning

accuracy: (1) accidental coincidence events remaining in muPS data, (2) fluctuation in the local clock, (3) longer

TOF due to non-relativistic muons, and (4) accidental coincidence due to the extended air shower.
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Our study does not use experimental models typical in the life sciences.
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Material preparation
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Experimental procedure

See navigation results section.
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